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Executive Summary

For the United States to be “committed to a world in which human rights are protected, their defenders are celebrated, and those who commit human rights abuses are held accountable”\(^1\) requires more than rhetorical flourishes. To achieve the goal of protecting and promoting human rights, the United States must embrace a more restrained security posture together with a persistent diplomatic strategy that prioritizes engagement ahead of confrontation.

Military force and economic coercion are the wrong tools for advancing human rights. As the cases of Iraq and Libya demonstrate, preventive or humanitarian wars have critically impaired human rights. Similarly, comprehensive sanctions regimes have imposed severe human rights costs while achieving few U.S. foreign policy goals, if any, in targeted countries. The United States should therefore incorporate the following policy approaches in the service of human rights:

- Right-size its expectations of what American power can achieve to protect and advance human rights abroad. On balance, exaggerated and unrealistic confidence in American power has hurt rather than helped the cause of human rights.

- Serve as a public advocate of human rights in multilateral settings, engaging with international institutions to pressure allies and adversaries alike on their human rights records. At the same time, the United States should raise human rights concerns directly in its bilateral dealings when abuses come to light, using private diplomacy to highlight specific issues or changes that are priorities.

- Do much more to support the protection and promotion of human rights in areas under its direct control or influence. This would include, at a minimum, halting human rights abuses committed by the U.S. in its own counterterrorism

---

operations, freezing military aid when U.S. arms are implicated in targeting civilians, building on the recent openness to Ukrainian refugees by strengthening and expanding U.S. asylum and refugee resettlement programs globally, and greatly increasing delivery of humanitarian aid, in the form of funding as well as medical and food assistance, to civilian populations deprived of their socioeconomic rights due to conflict, climate change, and the global food crisis.

Introduction

Can military action ever be justified in the name of promoting and protecting human rights? In numerous instances over the past 30 years, there have been calls for armed intervention to bring an end to atrocity crimes and address humanitarian crises. The first decade of the post–Cold War period was haunted by this question, as human rights advocates rued the failure to intervene forcefully to end the Rwandan genocide. Calls for forceful protection of human rights were eventually realized, at the end of the 1990s, in a NATO campaign in Kosovo that lacked Security Council authorization but was widely regarded as a humanitarian intervention. A few years later, when weapons-of-mass-destruction justifications for the Iraq war were discredited, humanitarian justifications again came to the fore with the invasion and occupation described as liberating the Iraqi people. While the Iraq war may have cast a pall over humanitarian justifications for armed intervention and occupation, the idea that a more limited military engagement might serve to protect human rights was invoked in numerous subsequent wars, including the United Nations-authorized intervention in Libya in 2011.

As a legal matter, the U.N. Charter establishes an international security order in which the use of force may be justified only in self-defense or when authorized by the Security
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An unauthorized, nondefensive war fought on human rights grounds remains unlawful regardless of benign intentions. But the Libya intervention demonstrates that the U.N. may itself authorize some humanitarian interventions. Moreover, the relationship between human rights and the use of force raises policy and normative questions that cannot be answered by international law alone.

**Armed confrontation tends to escalate threats to civilians even when fought on allegedly humanitarian grounds.**

This Quincy Institute policy brief argues that the pursuit of human rights is better served by a policy of military restraint than through coercive measures.

War imperils the human rights of civilian populations proximate to conflict. Armed confrontation tends to escalate threats to civilians even when fought on allegedly humanitarian grounds. Coercive measures, whether military or economic, often harm the most vulnerable populations. For these reasons, the promotion and protection of human rights should be synonymous with military restraint. This brief explores the implications of these insights in the context of humanitarian interventions and counterterrorism and offers proactive recommendations for how human rights might be better promoted by the U.S. through noncoercive strategies.

**Interrogating humanitarian intervention**

There are important policy reasons human rights advocates should avoid justifying military interventions in support of their cause. During the post–Cold War period, there has been a significant drift in the U.S. toward a militarized conception of human rights
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6 See United Nations Charter, Article 2, Clause 4, and Article 51.
8 The principal purpose of the authorization to use military force in Libya was the protection of civilians rather than the more traditional basis for Security Council authorized uses of force, which have historically been to respond to threats to international peace and security. For a consideration of the humanitarian grounds invoked by the Security Council’s Libya authorization, see Kuperman, Alan J. “NATO’s Intervention in Libya: A Humanitarian Success?” in Hehir, A., and R. Murray, eds. *Libya, the Responsibility to Protect and the Future of Humanitarian Intervention*. London. Palgrave Macmillan, 2013.
protection and promotion. In the 1990s, interventions in Bosnia, Somalia, and Kosovo were justified primarily on humanitarian grounds, producing a public understanding that wars may be fought for humane purposes. These were formative years for the generation that today leads many international human rights organizations, and they may have imprinted an unwarranted degree of confidence in the benign intentions of Western interventionists. Yet these putatively humanitarian wars produced destabilizing outcomes that in some cases — as in Somalia — resulted in state collapse and ongoing conflict. Even in less catastrophic instances, the interventions of the 1990s have required open-ended commitments to preserving fragile arrangements for decades, either with peacekeepers on the ground or through long-term international administration and oversight.

The logic of armed human rights promotion as ushered in during the 1990s gave way to a more expansive doctrine of humanitarian intervention, often with even worse outcomes. NATO’s intervention in Kosovo in 1999, widely acknowledged to be unlawful but nonetheless deemed “legitimate” among Western nations, marked a dangerous turning point. The precedent of the Atlantic alliance engaging in a large-scale military action without Security Council authorization threatened to unravel the international prohibition on the use of force. States with permanent seats on the Security Council already enjoy a geopolitical exemption from accountability for unauthorized uses of force based on their veto power. The Kosovo precedent added a normative gloss by legitimizing certain discretionary violations of the U.N. Charter’s prohibition on force, particularly when committed by Western powers on purportedly humanitarian grounds. Whether, on balance, the intervention improved the humanitarian welfare of civilians
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remains in question, as does the political fate of Kosovo even after decades of international tutelage following the intervention. Most countries of the Global South rejected the famous formula of the Independent International Commission on Kosovo, which was established on Sweden’s initiative in August 1999, that the intervention had been “illegal but legitimate.” In consequence, a new commission was formed to address the status of unilateral humanitarian interventions. This commission introduced the doctrine of “responsibility to protect.”

R2P, as this doctrine is commonly called, holds that armed intervention to prevent or stop atrocity crimes is permissible if the motives are primarily (though not exclusively) humanitarian, if force is used as a last resort, if there is a reasonable prospect of success, and if the action is internationally authorized (ideally, but perhaps not exclusively, by the Security Council). The highly subjective nature of many of these determinations — among these assessing whether a threat of atrocities is imminent, evaluating the motives of interveners, and engaging in an ex ante cost/benefit analysis — imposes few meaningful constraints on powerful states if they are motivated to pursue militarized humanitarianism.

---


17 This second commission, the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, was established by the Canadian government in response to a request by then UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. "The responsibility to protect: A CFP condensed introduction to the report of the international commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty." Canadian Foreign Policy Journal, vol. 9, no. 2, 2002. 131-139.

The belief that only Western states can be trusted to act on humanitarian grounds persists despite their long record of failed interventions and serious questions about the mixed motives of some of these operations.

Against a backdrop of American primacy, R2P runs the risk of serving as a general license for U.S.–led Western interventions. This is troubling for several reasons. First, the doctrine continues the erosion, which began with Kosovo, of the U.N. Charter’s prohibition of the use of force except in cases of self-defense or Security Council authorization. R2P subtly expands the basis for Security Council-authorized uses of force beyond threats to international peace and security to cases wherein the argument for collective use of force is strictly humanitarian. Second, R2P introduces the possibility that the Security Council may not be the sole arbiter of the permissibility of nondefensive uses of force. In addition, by keying the legality of intervention to the intentions of interveners, the R2P doctrine implicitly favors Western states, the U.S. in particular. The human rights ecosystem, much of which is funded by and based in the West, treats the U.S. and Europe as benevolent guarantors of a liberal international order, obscuring the damage done by militarism that is purportedly humanitarian. As a result, the belief that only Western states can be trusted to act on humanitarian grounds persists despite their long record of failed interventions and serious questions about the mixed motives of some of these operations.

The risks of an elective doctrine of armed intervention to protect human rights became tragically clear in 2011. Having endorsed R2P in 2006, the Security Council for the first time authorized military intervention in Libya to “protect civilians and civilian populated areas under threat of attack.” The result was a NATO–led military campaign during which interveners concluded that civilian protection required regime change, tipping the
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country into a civil war that continues to rage more than a decade later.\textsuperscript{20} The consequences of the intervention included a radical increase in civilian deaths and injuries, a massive flow of weapons into the country and the eventual collapse of the state. The influx of weapons, in turn, eventually spilled across borders and destabilized the wider region, including by energizing an insurgency in the Sahel.\textsuperscript{21} The decision to pursue regime change and the catastrophic aftermath of the intervention tarnished the Security Council’s credibility as the institutional guarantor of peace and security, as well as the norms and machinery of the human rights system as these were invoked and deployed in support of the war. Moreover, the expansion of a civil war and the increased suffering occasioned by the intervention effectively constituted a U.N.–backed violation of the human rights of multitudes of civilians.\textsuperscript{22}

The Libya intervention also produced considerable moral hazards. In Libya itself, insurgents opposed to the Qaddafi regime and supportive of NATO were given broad access to weapons that have exacerbated a decade of violent conflict and extensive human rights violations. Meanwhile, intervention as an international response to the threat of atrocity crimes in Libya may have led armed groups in Syria to escalate that conflict in the hope of similar assistance. For geopolitical reasons, there was no humanitarian intervention in Syria despite clear evidence of atrocities.\textsuperscript{23} The selectivity and mixed motives that are the hallmark of elective interventions undermine


humanitarian claims. Equally, subordinating universal principles based on human dignity to geopolitical calculations is corrosive of human rights.

The use of force in the name of human rights relies on the implicit but enduring assumption that “doing something” will, on balance, protect civilians, while “doing nothing” tacitly condones abuses. This reasoning explains why populations in nations such as Syria might actively seek protection from external interveners. Yet the practical and moral failings of American efforts selectively and unilaterally to remake other nations by force over the past three decades demonstrate the near impossibility of achieving humanitarian ends by military intervention. Deciding when and how to intervene in the name of others’ human rights involves a presumption that the intervener can appropriately identify and protect the interests of an imperiled population and that the humanitarian cause will not be subordinated to geopolitical motivations. In practice, this presumption has rarely proven sound.

There is little basis for the persistent belief that armed intervention is an effective means of preventing atrocities or ameliorating the humanitarian welfare of populations governed by brutal regimes.

During an intervention, the intervener’s interests often diverge from those of civilians on the ground. The logics of force protection, zero tolerance for military casualties in humanitarian missions, and the changing operational dynamics of a military campaign all produce imperatives that bear little relation to the humanitarian welfare of civilians. The Kosovo intervention, as one example, was a high-altitude NATO bombing campaign that produced no combat casualties for the intervening force but significant civilian casualties on the ground.24 This pattern has continued in subsequent interventions, raising serious questions about the relationship between means and ends when armed force is justified on human rights grounds.

More generally, there is little empirical evidence to support the claim that military interventions can successfully end atrocity crimes or improve human rights outcomes. The direct toll on civilians of common methods of modern armed conflict and aerial bombardment is well documented. The additional, collateral consequences of military interventions on food supplies, medical and sanitation infrastructure, and economic productivity further imperil the basic human rights of civilians. Given the historical record, there is little basis for the persistent belief that armed intervention is an effective means of preventing atrocities or ameliorating the humanitarian welfare of populations governed by brutal regimes.

Finally, as Sam Moyn has argued, the very idea of humane warfare risks prolonging wars and inuring publics to the terrible toll of hostilities, particularly when that toll is exacted on foreign territory and on the basis of humanitarian claims. Rather than advocating war to end atrocities — and endorsing the logic of deploying mass violence to stop mass violence — protecting human rights requires military restraint and support for the prohibition of the use of force.

**Human rights and preventative war**

The U.N.–based prohibition on the use of force is arguably the cardinal achievement of the postwar international legal order. Yet that prohibition is under threat beyond the context of humanitarian intervention. The expansion of the right of self-defense to encompass preëmptive and even preventive uses of force, as asserted by the U.S., has established a precedent widely invoked by America’s friends and foes alike under the rubric of the “war on terror.” This reinterpretation of defensive exceptions to the prohibition of the use of force has widened the range of unilateral and elective forms of

---


coercion regularly exercised internationally. These new forms include ad hoc coalitions interdicting shipping when the presence of WMD is suspected and permissive readings of collective self-defense allowing nonconsensual uses of force on sovereign territory for counterterrorism strikes against armed groups. With this proliferation of justifications to use force come renewed threats to human rights.

During the first years after September 11, 2001, human rights concerns were plainly sidelined at the U.N. and beyond in the name of the imperatives of counterterrorism. Abductions, abusive interrogations, torture, arbitrary and indefinite detention, and targeted killings became the hallmarks of the early years of the war on terror, with U.S. practices effectively undermining well-established human rights prohibitions. The demonstration effect of America’s abusive policies was especially damaging given its erstwhile role as the champion of international human rights. Moreover, the outsourcing of abuses through “extraordinary rendition” made the U.S. complicit in human rights violations globally.

Public outrage at home and abroad in response to revelations of abuse at the Guantánamo, Bagram, and Abu Ghraib detention facilities soon led to new counterterrorism methods that were more in compliance with human rights standards. This reframing of counterterrorism and human rights as complementary and mutually reinforcing, as the Office of the U.N. High Commissioner on Human Rights suggests,

---


has produced its own corrosive legacy for human rights alongside that of the outright abuses of the immediate post–September 11 period.\textsuperscript{32}

To understand counterterrorism as a means to promote human rights depends on a definition of terrorism as a global threat to U.S. national security and as a catchall term for armed nonstate actors that threaten the rights of local populations. Here the logics of counterterrorism and humanitarian intervention bleed into one another, as the use of force against alleged terrorist groups can also be presented as advancing the humanitarian welfare of civilians. As the cases of the Taliban and ISIS demonstrate, the war on terror effectively became a new kind of militarized human rights campaign in which America's geostrategic interests were said to align with the protection of defenseless civilians.\textsuperscript{33} America's ever-expanding global military footprint during the war on terror might, on this reading, be understood as a kind of militarized protection force for vulnerable populations terrorized by armed groups.

And what of the civilians in places like Afghanistan or Yemen who may be supportive of armed insurgents that the U.S. and its allies deem to be terrorists? Here, the counterinsurgency manuals of the last 10 years have emphasized the importance of “winning the hearts and minds” of local populations.\textsuperscript{34} This kinder, gentler war-making involves shielding civilians from violence in armed conflict and, where possible, offering benefits to persuade locals to cut off supplies and assistance to insurgents. In this way, counterinsurgency has become part military campaign and part contest for legitimacy, with the familiar comingling of violence and humanitarianism and its attendant risks.

While some critics of this approach have argued that popular support does not win wars, and more coercive approaches are more effective, few have questioned the credibility of armed forces purportedly advancing local empowerment. Counterinsurgency strategies embed troops in civilian populations and seek to shape their interests and institutions to support the intervener’s military objectives. The claim

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
that this highly coercive context is conducive to advancing human rights presents perhaps the most acute version of the paradox of humanitarian war.

Whether cast as humanitarian intervention, counterterrorism, or preventive war, the costs of such a militarized conception of human rights are manifold. For those on the receiving end of Western air strikes, purported wars of liberation, and counterinsurgency campaigns, the language of human rights may come to be a sinister weapon in the arsenal of warriors. Civilians thus become wary of the principal international normative system for protecting their interests. And, perhaps equally problematic, the allegedly humane intentions of those who resort to force tend to short-circuit any mechanisms of accountability.

As the U.S. pivots from the global war on terror toward new geopolitical rivalries, there is an urgent need to explore how human rights might be better served by a foreign policy of military restraint.

Those committing human rights violations on ostensibly humanitarian grounds, whether the U.S., NATO or others, have acted with impunity at the international level since the 1990s. Civilians harmed in the violent aftermath of interventions such as those in Somalia to Libya, no less than those killed and injured in counterterrorist drone strikes and counterinsurgency campaigns, are unlikely to see reparative justice or accountability. Beyond damaging the credibility of the U.N.’s human rights machinery and exposing the selectivity of the International Criminal Court’s investigations, this absence of accountability has also compromised the reputations and perceived neutrality of major international human rights organizations. This is because the name-and-shame campaigns of leading Western human rights groups have failed adequately to address the militarism through which Western states have advanced their purportedly humanitarian goals. In short, military interventionism has undermined human rights and the systems and organizations working to protect them.
As the U.S. pivots from its preoccupation with the Middle East and the global war on terror toward new geopolitical rivalries, there is an urgent need to explore how human rights might be better served by a foreign policy of military restraint.

**Human rights and the limits of coercion**

As its starting point, this inquiry acknowledges the limitations of the tools on which the United States has often relied in its strategies to promote and protect human rights. Put simply, human rights are rarely served through America’s use of coercive measures. Our tool box for promoting human rights relies excessively on coercive means ranging from trade penalties and sanctions all the way to military intervention. This has been so despite mounting evidence that sanctions, like military interventions, are frequently ineffective and even counterproductive in the protection of human rights.35

Further, the U.S. typically focuses its human rights protection strategy on countries that are adversaries or with which it has limited ties. Countries such as Iran, Syria, North Korea, Venezuela, and Cuba top Washington's list of human rights abusers. More recently, the U.S. has paid some attention to flagrant abuses committed by allies such as Saudi Arabia, but the spotlight on the case of Jamal Khashoggi, the Washington Post columnist murdered while in Saudi custody in 2018, is in some ways the exception that proves the rule. Because U.S. policy toward the Middle East remains anchored on relations with Israel and key Gulf Arab states, the Khashoggi affair has now been sidelined. This was most recently evident during President Biden's July 2022 trip to Saudi Arabia, when human rights concerns were subordinated to other political imperatives. This return to form underscores the degree to which human rights promotion is a strategy of coercion toward adversaries that does not apply to abuses committed by friends.

The priorities and the tool kit the U.S. employs for the protection and promotion of human rights need revision. The United States must reset expectations concerning the
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effectiveness of coercive tools and the circumstances wherein it may wield influence over the human rights records of other countries. In many ways, it is American primacy that has instilled exaggerated and unrealistic confidence — particularly among Washington foreign policy elites — in America’s capacity to defend and advance human rights through coercion. In reality, America’s ability to forcibly remake the world for the better is far more limited.

**It is difficult to identify a single instance in the last quarter century in which the imposition of sanctions improved human rights outcomes.**

When confronted with a deeply abusive regime suspected of atrocity crimes, calls to “do something” become acute. Yet, when the available tools risk exacerbating a humanitarian crisis, acting with restraint may produce better human rights outcomes. Examples of this basic lesson abound in cases wherein American sanctions intended to pressure abusive regimes have instead worsened shortages of food and basic medicines for vulnerable civilian populations. The most extreme current case is in Afghanistan, where sanctions and asset freezes are ostensibly targeted against the Taliban regime, but with the result that nearly 20 million people — almost half the population — faces life-threatening food insecurity, according to the United Nations.36

There may be other policy objectives that are well served by sanctions, but it is difficult to identify a single instance in the last quarter century in which the imposition of sanctions improved human rights outcomes.

The failure to intervene to prevent the Rwandan genocide in 1994 was a formative experience for many policymakers now active in Washington. If not through sanctions or intervention, how should the United States respond to a future instance of suspected genocide? This is among the key challenges for U.S. policymakers.

---

We must note that there have been many instances of genocidal atrocities since the 1990s that have occasioned no interventionist debate in the U.S. Such cases include the Great Lakes region of Africa — where atrocity crimes continue, particularly in the Democratic Republic of the Congo — and the recent case of the Rohingya in Myanmar. The convergence of atrocity crimes with geopolitical interests and strategies better explains the impulse to intervene directly than pure humanitarian considerations. But these geopolitical considerations may also crowd out or even trump concern for human rights when the U.S. intervenes unilaterally or through ad hoc coalitions. The far better and more effective response to concern about impending atrocity crimes, or crimes that are under way, is to invest in multilateral strategies that involve assistance to targeted populations and negotiations with governments to end abuses.

Investing in the U.N. rather than incapacitating it is one way the U.S. can support multilateral efforts to promote human rights in places where the coercive tool box has proven ineffective. Critically, the United Nations is an organization that has a diplomatic and humanitarian mandate: It is neither a hegemonic actor nor a strictly geopolitical player in the conflicts that produce atrocities. As a consequence, it retains a credibility and margin of maneuver that the United States lacks in addressing crises as they are unfolding.

At the same time, and in part due to the withdrawal of U.S. support, the U.N. currently lacks the means to address crises effectively. The organization faces a vast, unfunded mandate in the midst of simultaneous energy, climate, and financial crises, a global pandemic, and a worldwide food shortage. Redoubling support for the U.N. and its mandate for peacemaking and human rights promotion should be an urgent priority for the U.S. Returning to the case of Rwanda, it was not the failure to intervene but the active decision to remove U.N. peacekeepers already on the ground that was decisive in

the trajectory of the genocide. Had the United States and other powers enhanced the peacekeeping operation in Rwanda rather than withdrawn it, many atrocities may have been averted.

A commitment to using the U.N. and other multilateral fora for public advocacy of human rights could also pay dividends in the effectiveness of American efforts to address issues of concern involving abuses by adversaries. As Rachel Esplin Odell has argued, the U.S. could use its seat on the U.N. Human Rights Council, to which it returned in 2021 after a three-year hiatus, to push for an investigation into China’s policies toward Uighurs in Xinjiang Province. This would offer a forum in which Muslim-majority countries and governments in the Global South might join an international campaign that spotlights abuses and works to persuade Beijing to alter policies without triggering those countries’ reluctance to sign on to a strategy of economic pressure. In addition, the U.S. could also press for specific changes in policy through direct bilateral engagements with China, as Odell recommends, in which administration officials should “grandstand less in favor of private persuasion.”

The United States should also strengthen the noncoercive elements available in its own diplomatic tool box. American sanctions can certainly cripple the economies of most other countries, but that does not make them an effective means of inducing their governments to change policies or improve human rights. The U.S. has many other, more subtle diplomatic levers of influence that can and should be used to improve human rights, particularly when engaging with allies. Returning to the example of Saudi Arabia, President Biden’s fulsome statements about the Khashoggi case after his meeting with Mohammed bin Salman, the crown prince, amounted to little more than a loud denunciation, given the evident unwillingness of the administration to use leverage to seek meaningful change on questions of accountability within the kingdom. Had the
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administration instead raised concerns privately, conveying forcefully in closed-door
discussions that the U.S. prioritized specific human rights improvements alongside
other strategic goals, more might have been achieved.

In general, the U.S. should certainly raise human rights issues in bilateral discussions
with abusive allies, but the focus should be on gaining traction on specific problems
rather than virtue signaling by issuing public condemnations with little meaningful
pressure on allies or with massive sanctions against adversaries. Yet the tendency in
Washington is to overstate what can be achieved through coercion and undervalue the
suasive tools of diplomatic engagement. As was evident at the June 2022 Summit of
the Americas, U.S. support for authoritarian allies elsewhere undercuts public
condemnation of other regimes the U.S. deems authoritarian. Relying less on coercion
and condemnation and more on improving human rights at the margins through
bilateral engagement and private diplomacy might yield better results given that the U.S.
continues to rely in many contexts on its alliances with human rights abusers.

Human rights begin at home

The most effective thing that the United States can do for the promotion and protection
of human rights is to implement its policies at home as well as abroad in ways that are
attentive to human rights. This would mean, first and foremost, a policy of military
restraint for the reasons articulated above. Were the United States to pursue its
objectives in ways that reduce human rights abuses, this would improve the
humanitarian welfare of civilians from Somalia to Pakistan.


42 This might involve raising the case of a specific wrongly detained individual — as may have happened in 2021 in
the case of Saudi women’s rights activist Loujain al–Hathloul — or a particularly egregious set of practices, such as
restrictions on media freedoms or the targeting of journalists. Chulov, Martin. “Saudi women’s rights activist Loujain
Members of the Biden administration have suggested media freedom is a key priority in current US foreign policy
on human rights. Blinken, Antony J. “A Commitment to Journalistic Freedom.” Remarks at the Media Summit of
Americas Session, June 7, 2022.
By stemming human rights abuses in implementing its counterterrorism and security policies — the so-called collateral damage of these policies — the United States would enhance its credibility on human rights matters, especially among Muslim-majority nations. This, in turn, might also enhance its ability to influence allies in the region to adopt more policies protective of human rights, particularly in their own counterterrorism strategies. The U.S. triggered a terrible domino effect when it openly embraced abusive interrogation and detention standards in the immediate post–September 11 period, and then did so again when it shifted from those abusive tactics to a drone program that shaded into a license for systematic, extrajudicial killing under the Obama administration. The U.S. could produce a powerful reverse demonstration effect by correcting policies that are abusive of human rights and setting the same expectations for allies. A first step in this direction has been the seriousness with which Congress has reexamined the license provided by the U.S. to the Saudis and Emiratis in their war in Yemen. Rather than resuming the sale of offensive weapons to Gulf allies, the Biden administration should heed the concerns raised by Congress.

Beyond its engagement with other countries, there are important human rights steps the United States can take at home. The U.S. could adopt policies that are far more welcoming of refugees fleeing humanitarian crises, especially where those crises are related to American actions, as in Afghanistan. This is the first and most obvious way the United States could better promote human rights — by accepting a larger proportion of the world’s refugee population, particularly those displaced by U.S.–led wars.

In this connection, the stark contrast over the past year between the treatment of Afghan refugees fleeing the aftermath of two decades of American-led intervention and
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the welcome afforded to Ukrainian refugees since the Russian invasion began in February raises pressing questions about the double standards considered above. This is a case where the imbalance should be corrected — not by reducing the number of Ukrainians the U.S. welcomes but by increasing the number of others it treats commensurately.46

The vast majority of Western interventions have been on territories of the Global South populated by brown and black people, notably in Central Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Central America, and the Caribbean. Unlike Ukrainians, displaced people from these regions face closed borders. Conservative estimates place the number of those forcibly displaced by post–September 11 interventions at 37 million to nearly 60 million.47 The bitter irony here is that Western resettlement and asylum programs have become less rather than more generous during this period.

The Ukrainian precedent on refugees — with millions of Ukrainians granted protected status in European countries and 100,000 invited to resettle in the U.S. — is an example to emulate, particularly in cases when we owe an even greater moral and material debt to those displaced. Requiring the United States to absorb some of the collateral costs of its own military operations might also strengthen calls for military restraint. The impunity enjoyed by the U.S. is exacerbated by the fact that so many of the country’s interventions have been overseas, with the destabilizing aftereffects of war contained in distant regions, leaving them virtually invisible to the American public. Internalizing some of the medium-term costs of using force by requiring interveners to resettle


displaced populations would constitute a small step toward reparative justice, if not accountability.

Human rights promotion would also counsel a reduction in weapons sales by the U.S. to abusive regimes. The United States has sold hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of weapons and related technical support to nearly 170 countries over the past 20 years.\(^{48}\) While human rights conditions are technically attached to such sales, the sheer number of abusive countries purchasing U.S. military supplies demonstrates the failure of such conditionality.\(^{49}\) For instance, having entered into putatively counterterrorist alliances with some of the most egregious human rights abusers in the Middle East, Republican and Democratic administrations alike have waived human rights conditions on arms supplies to countries such as Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Egypt.\(^{50}\) What is needed is not selective human rights conditionality but an end to arms sales to abusive regimes.

Enforcing current conditionality might go part of the way toward achieving this goal, but the U.S. government’s deep ties to weapons manufacturers and the use of military aid to shore up alliances with abusive regimes suggests that a more fundamental shift of policy priorities is in order. If the U.S. were to ground its policies in human rights protections, this would mean rethinking the current approach to allies and adversaries more broadly.

At a minimum, human rights promotion would need to be delinked from geopolitical competition.\(^{51}\) This would be beneficial for human rights priorities across the spectrum. With respect to allies, instead of ignoring or affording impunity to human rights abuses to advance geostrategic preferences, the U.S. should engage with partners on their human rights records bilaterally, where there is greater leverage. By the same token, the
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United States would also need to avoid linking objections to adversaries’ human rights records to efforts to contain them militarily or through economic coercion.

What is needed is not selective human rights conditionality but an end to arms sales to abusive regimes.

As noted, the Biden administration has already reversed the Trump administration’s decision to withdraw from the U.N. Human Rights Council. But the U.S. should more actively engage with, and increase funding to, the multilateral human rights system. Supporting the HRC’s efforts to hold hearings on a range of human rights issues, including those the U.S. and its allies deem sensitive, would be very beneficial in depoliticizing and restoring the credibility of human rights institutions in Geneva. Consistent support for multilateral efforts to protect human rights would go some way toward correcting the record of selective and often unilateral imposition of American values over the last 20 years, whether through “nation building” exercises or in counterterrorism contexts. Moreover, the U.S. could lead by example, acknowledging legitimate concerns about its own human rights record in matters of racial justice and social inequality at home and its military activities abroad. Finally, the United States should substantially enhance its foreign aid—bilaterally and multilaterally—in ways targeted to protecting vulnerable populations facing extreme precarity as a consequence of pandemic, climate change and a global food crisis.

Advancing a commitment to human rights must begin with a focus on America’s actions and policies. Recognizing its own human rights challenges and engaging multilaterally will ameliorate U.S. practices while improving the image of the country as a credible advocate for human rights globally.

---
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